Advanced Technical Writing
Writing Assignment 1: Drive-Car Exercise


Instructions: You remember this one, don’t you? Let’s see how much you have learned about technical writing since the last time you did this project!

Create a new document entitled <name>drive-car.doc, where <name> is your last name, and save it to our Writing-handoff folder, in the sub-folder named for the assignment. Be as complete as possible, keeping in mind the audience and purpose. Use any verbal or visual means needed.

Hint: Don't assume your reader understands concepts such as "road," "key," or "accelerator pedal." We will peer-review this document in our next class, and I will use it as a means of course calibration to better understand your writing and reviewing skills.

A group of English 564 (Advanced Technical Editing) students created a style guide that might help you with this project. You can find it by clicking here.

Take about 45 minutes; use them all, but don’t go over! This is due by next Wednesday, when we will review it.

Document:
Procedural. How to drive a car from the Kansas City airport to the University campus. Be sure to include descriptions of the technical elements your reader will encounter (car’s controls, road laws, and so on), and include map directions as needed. Watch your use of numbers and units of measure, which we will discuss next class!

Purpose:
Informational. Your reader has requisitioned this document in hopes of driving to the campus, confident in his ability to drive a car across town.

Audience:
An intelligent person from a foreign country who has never been near an automobile. The only transportation he is familiar with is animal-drawn on unpaved and unmarked roads. He is fascinated with cars but has only seen them in photos. English is not his primary language; though he can read it, don’t assume he understands technical terms.

